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Abstract
The problem of reconstructing strings from substring information has found many applications due to its
importance in genomic data sequencing and DNA- and polymer-based data storage. One practically important
and challenging paradigm requires reconstructing mixtures of strings based on the union of compositions of their
prefixes and suffixes, generated by mass spectrometry devices. We describe new coding methods that allow for
unique joint reconstruction of subsets of strings selected from a code and provide upper and lower bounds on the
asymptotic rate of the underlying codebooks. Our code constructions combine properties of binary Bh and Dyck
strings and that can be extended to accommodate missing substrings in the pool. As auxiliary results, we obtain
the first known bounds on binary Bh sequences for arbitrary even parameters h, and also describe various error
models inherent to mass spectrometry analysis. This paper contains a correction of the prior work by the authors,
published in [24]. In particular, the bounds on the prefix codes are now corrected.
Index Terms
Binary Bh codes, Dyck strings, polymer-based data storage, unique string reconstruction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ODERN digital data storage systems are facing fundamental storage density limits and to address
the emerging needs for large volume archiving, it is of importance to identify new nanoscale
recording media. Recently proposed DNA-based data storage paradigms [1]–[8] offer storage densities
that are orders of magnitude higher than those of flash and optical recorders but the systems often come
with a prohibitively high cost and slow and error-prone read/write platforms. To mitigate the issues
associated with potentially ambiguous data reconstruction and to correct a diverse type of errors inherent
to DNA sequencing technologies, several new coding solutions that aid in string assembly, dealing with
asymmetries in the readout channel, and reconciliation of multiple string evidence sets were introduced
in [9]–[15] (see also the related and follow-up lines of work [16]–[21]).
As an alternative to DNA-based data storage systems, polymer-based data storage systems [1], [6] are
particularly attractive due to their low cost [1]. In such platforms, two molecules of significantly different
masses are synthesized to represent the bits 0 and 1, respectively. The molecules are used as building
blocks in the sequential process of recording user-defined information content. The obtained synthetic
polymers are read by tandem mass (MS/MS) spectrometers. A mass spectrometer breaks multiple copies
of the polymer uniformly at random, thereby creating prefixes and suffixes of the string of various lengths.
The readout system outputs masses of these prefixes and suffixes. If the masses of all prefixes from a
single string are accounted for and error-free, reconstruction is straightforward. But if multiple strings
are read simultaneously and the masses of prefixes and suffixes of the same length are confusable, the
problem becomes significantly more complicated. It is currently not known which combinations of coded
binary strings can be distinguished from each other based on prefix-sufix masses and for which code rates
is it possible to perform unique multistring reconstruction.
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In a related research direction, the problem of reconstructing a string from an abstraction of its MS/MS
output was considered in [22], under the name string reconstruction from its substring composition multiset.
The composition of a binary string is the number of 0s and the number of 1s in the string. For example,
the composition of 001 equals 02 11 , indicating that 001 contains two 0s and one 1, without revealing the
order of the bits. The substring composition multiset Cpsq of a string s is the multiset of compositions
of all possible substrings of the string s. As an illustration, the set of all substrings of 001 equals
t0, 0, 1, 00, 01, 001u, and the substring composition multiset of 001 equals t01 , 01 , 11 , 02 , 01 11 , 02 11 u. Two
modeling assumptions are used for the purpose of rigorous mathematical analysis of this problem [22] and
in subsequent works [23]–[25]: a) Using MS/MS measurements, one can uniquely infer the composition
of a polymer substring from its mass; and b) When a polymer is broken down for mass spectrometry
analysis, the masses of all its substrings are observed with identical frequencies.
Under the above modeling assumptions, the authors of [22] established that strings are uniquely
reconstructable up to reversal provided that the length of the strings n is one less than a prime or one
less than twice a prime, or whenever n ď 7. The work [23]–[25] demonstrated that at most logarithmic
code redundancy can ensure unique reconstruction of single strings drawn from codebooks based on
Bertrand-Catalan strings or Reed-Solomon-like constructions.
However, the assumption that MS/MS output measurements include masses of all substrings is often
not true in practice, as breaking the string in one rather than two locations is easier to perform. In the
former case, one is presented with masses of the prefixes and suffixes. Thus, for the string 001, one would
observe the multiset t01 , 01 , 11 , 02 , 01 11 , 02 11 u. Furthermore, in practice the content of multiple strings are
often read simultaneously, which complicates the matter even further as it is not known a priori which
prefixes and suffixes are associated with a given string.
The problem addressed in this work may be formally stated as follows. We seek the size of the largest
code Cphq of binary strings of a fixed length n with a property we refer to as h-unique reconstructability.
For any subcollection s1 , s2 , . . . , sh̄ of h̄ ď h strings from Cphq, one is presented with the union Mps1 q Y
Mps2 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh̄ q of the prefix-suffix composition multisets, Mpsi q, i “ 1, . . . , h̄, of the individual
strings si , i “ 1, . . . , h. The prefix-suffix composition multiset Mpsq of a string s captures the weights
of prefixes and suffixes of the string s of all lengths. Unique reconstruction refers to the property of
being able to distinguish all possible h1 -unions and nonambiguously determine the identity of the strings
in the collection. Our main result provides a construction for Cphq that asymptotically approaches 1{h,
under certain mild parameter constraints. The proofs of our results rely on the use of Dyck and binary Bh
strings. For the latter, only constructions and bounds pertaining to h “ 2 and h “ n have been known in
the literature [26]–[28], while we provide new results for arbitrary even values of h. We also introduce a
simple scheme for combating missing prefix-suffix errors in the pool and motivate the study of a number
of new error-control coding problems associated with mixture reconstructions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem, as well as the relevant terminology
and notation. Section III describes the code constructions and the corresponding lower-bound analysis for
the code rate. Upper bounds are presented in Section IV. Error-control coding schemes are described in
Section V, along with open problems.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND P RELIMINARIES
We start by introducing the relevant notation. Let s “ s1 . . . sn P t0, 1un be a binary string of length n
and let Mpsq denote the composition multiset of all prefixes and suffixes of s. For example, if s “ 01101,
then
!
)
Mpsq “ 0, 01, 012 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 1, 01, 012 , 013 , 02 13 .
We denote the set of prefix and suffix compositions of s as M p psq and Ms psq, respectively. For the
above string, M p psq “ t0, 01, 012 , 02 12 , 02 13 u and Ms psq “ t1, 01, 012 , 013 , 02 13 u.
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We seek to design a binary codebook Cpn, hq Ď t0, 1un so that for any collection of distinct strings
s1 , s2 , . . . , sh̄ P Cpn, hq with h̄ ď h, the multiset

Mps1 q Y Mps2 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh̄ q

(1)

uniquely determines the individual strings in the collection. We refer to a code that satisfies (1) as an
h-multicomposition code, or an h-MC code. For simplicity, we often use MpSq to describe the multicomposition set for S “ ts1 , s2 , . . . , sh u. We also say that C p pn, hq Ď t0, 1un is an h-prefix code if for
any two distinct sets of size ď h, say S1 , S2 Ď C p , M p pS1 q ‰ M p pS2 q.
The next claim establishes a useful connection between our problem and the related problem of
determining binary strings based on their real-valued sum.
Claim 1. Given M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y M p psh q, one can determine the real-valued sum s1 ` s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
sh .
Proof: We prove the result for h “ 2 as the generalization is straightforward. Suppose that s1 , s2 P
t0, 1un . Then, given M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q, let ni denote the total number of ones in the two compositions
of prefixes of length i in the multiset (i.e., sum of their weights). It is straightforward to see that s1 ` s2 “
t1 t2 . . . tn , where ti “ ni ´ ni´1 , with n0 “ 0.
Example 2. As an illustrative example, consider the strings s1 “ 110100 and s2 “ 101010, for which we
have s1 ` s2 “ 211110. Clearly, ps1 ` s2 q1 “ 2, which we obtained by summing up the compositions of
prefixes of length one, i.e., 1 ` 1 “ 2. Next, it is easy to see that ps1 ` s2 q2 “ ps1 ` s2 q21 ´ ps1 ` s2 q1 , where
for simplicity of notation we used ps1 ` s2 q21 to denote the sum of the weights of the prefixes of length two.
A straightforward calculation reveals that ps1 ` s2 q2 “ p2 ` 1q ´ 2 “ 1. The other positions in the sum of
the strings can be determined similarly.
l
The above claim provides a useful connection between our problem and the problem of designing
binary Bh sequences. A binary Bh sequence is a set Sh pnq of binary strings of fixed length n such that
for any two distinct subsets of strings in Sh pnq, say S “ ts1 , s2 , . . . , sh̄1 u ‰ T “ tt1 , t2 , . . . , th̄2 u, where
h̄1 , h̄2 ď h, one has
h̄1
ÿ
i“1

si ‰

h̄2
ÿ

tj.

(2)

j“1

Here, addition is performed over the reals. To avoid possible confusion with the naming convention
involving sequences of sequences, we henceforth refer to the above entity as collection of binary Bh
sequences or binary Bh codes of length n.
Example 3. Consider the set S2 p6q “ t110100, 101010, 110010u. It is easy to verify that the real-valued
sums of pairs of strings in S2 p6q are distinct. Thus, S2 p6q is a binary B2 code.
However, S21 p6q “ t110100, 101010, 110010, 101100u is not a binary B2 code since 110100 ` 101010 “
110010 ` 101100 “ 211110.
l
Based on Claim 1, it is easy to identify two sufficient conditions for a set of strings to be an h-MC code:
1) Condition 1: One can recover M p ps1 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y M p psh q from Mps1 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh q, for any choice
of h distinct codestrings s1 , . . . , sh ; and
2) Condition 2: The codestrings s1 , . . . , sh belong to a binary Bh code Sh pnq.
These observations will be used to construct h-MC codes in Section III. Note that the condition that
the codestrings in an MC code belong to a Bh -code is not necessary. For example, consider the case
s1 “ 011, s2 “ 000, s3 “ 001, s4 “ 010. Then, s1 ` s2 “ 011 “ s3 ` s4 , but 012 P Mps1 q Y Mps2 q and
012 R Mps3 q Y Mps4 q, so that ts1 , s2 u and ts3 , s4 u are not confusable. However, a direct consequence
of Claim 1 is that the maximum size of a Bh code is at most the maximum size of a h-prefix code.
The best currently known upper bound on the rate of binary B2 codes is .5753 [29]. For h ą 2 such
that h ‰ n, we are unaware of any other bounds on the rate of binary Bh codes other the ones presented
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in this work. We show next that for sufficiently large code lengths, the maximum rate of an h-MC code
is at least 1h .
III. A C ONSTRUCTIVE L OWER B OUND FOR h-MC C ODES
We start with a binary Bh code and introduce redundancy into the underlying strings to ensure that
given the multi-composition set of at most h strings, one can separate the prefixes from the suffixes. Then,
given the set of prefixes, one can use the same idea in Claim 1 to recover the sum of the h codestrings
and hence the codestrings themselves.
Let Sh pnq Ď F2n be a Bh code over F2n . It is well-known that Sh pnq can be constructed using the columns
of a parity-check matrix of a code with minimum Hamming distance ě 2h ` 1. Using this construction,
we have
1
1
lim log |Sh pnq| “ .
nÑ8 n
h
For our problem and the underlying approach for solving it, we will also make use of Dyck strings: A
string s P F2N of even length N is a Dyck string if its weight satisfies wtpsq “ N2 , and for i P rN ´ 1s,
QiU
.
(3)
wtps1 s2 . . . si q ě
2
The approach for generating the code CpN, hq Ď F2N is to ensure that it satisfies the following two
properties:
1) A string s P CpN, hq is a Dyck string;
2) The set CpN, hq is a binary Bh code of length N.
The first property ensures that the mixtures of prefixes and suffixes can be partitioned into two sets,
one containing all the prefixes and another containing all the suffixes. The second property ensures that
given the prefix set (or, alternatively, the suffix set) once can recover the codestrings using the simple
observation that the prefixes uniquely determine the real-valued sum of the strings in the mixture. We
illustrate these observations with an example.
Example 4. Consider the binary B2 code S2 p6q “ t110100, 101010, 110010u. Clearly, all three strings are
Dyck strings as their prefixes of any length contain at least as many ones as zeros.
Next, write s1 “ 110100 and s2 “ 101010, so that Mps1 q Y Mps2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 012 , 02 12 ,
013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 02 1, 01, 02 , 0, 0u. Since s1 and s2 are Dyck
strings, each of the string prefixes must have at least as many 1s as 0s. Similarly, each suffix must have at
least as many 0s as 1s. It follows from this observation that one can easily recover the multiset M p ps1 q Y
M p ps2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 012 , 02 12 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u.
Claim 1 ensures that given M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q, one can determine s1 ` s2 “ 211110. Since S2 p6q is a
binary B2 code, the sum s1 ` s2 uniquely determines the strings s1 and s2 .
l
The next claim establishes the formal result that if the code CpN, hq satisfies these two properties, then
it is an h-MC code.
Claim 5. Suppose that CpN, hq is a Bh code where for any s P CpN, hq, Equation ( 3) holds. Then, CpN, hq
is an h-MC code.
Proof: Similar to Claim 1, we prove the statement for the case where h “ 2, since the extension for
general h is straightforward. In light of Claim 1, we need to show that the property in (3) allows us to
uniquely recover M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q from Mps1 q Y Mps2 q. To see that this is indeed possible, observe
that from (3) both prefixes of length i in Mps1 q Y Mps2 q have at least r 2i s 1s whereas both suffixes of
length i in Mps1 q Y Mps2 q have at most t 2i u 1s.
To construct codes CpN, hq of large cardinality,
we perform a simple “balancing procedure” on each
?
codesting s P Sh pnq and then append O p nq bits of redundancy to the beginning and end of s so that
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?
the resulting string has length N “ n ` O p nq. Note that under this setup, it follows that for any e, we
have
1
1
1
? log |Sh pnq| “ ´ e,
log |CpN, hq| “
N
h
n`κ n
where κ is a constant, and e ą 0 can be made arbitrarily small for n sufficiently large.
To maximize the rate of the coding scheme and combine the two constraints that h-MC strings need to
satisfy, we use two ideas. First, we use Bh strings parsed into blocks that allow us to tightly control the
weights of the codestrings. Second, rather than working directly with the weights of strings as described
in (3), we use the running digital sums (RDSs). For a string s P F2n , the RDS up to coordinate i is
defined as Rpsqi “ 2wtps1 s2 . . . si q ´ i. If the subscript i is omitted, then Rpsq “ 2wtpsq ´ |s|, where |s|
denotes the length of s. Using the running digital sum, the constraint in Equation (3) can be rewritten as
wtpsq “ r N2 s and Rpsqi ě 0, i P rNs.
?
The balancing procedure operates as follows: Let s P Sh pnq,
assume that n is an
?
? and for simplicity,
even integer. We begin by parsing s into blocks si of length n, i “ 1, . . . , n, so that s “ s1 s2 . . . s?n P
F2n . Using s we construct an auxiliary string u “ u1 u2 . . . u?n that is “approximately” balanced following
an idea similar to Knuth’s balancing, which operates on blocks rather than individual symbols (please
refer to Figures 1 and 2 for an illustration). We start by initializing
? u1 “ s1 . For a binary string u, we
use u to denote the binary complement of u. For j P t2, 3, . . . , nu, we define u j according to:
$
s j , if Rpu1 . . . u j´1 q ă 0, and Rps j q ě 0,
’
’
’
&s , if Rpu . . . u q ă 0, and Rps q ă 0,
1
j
j´1
j
uj “
(4)
’
s j , if Rpu1 . . . u j´1 q ě 0, and Rps j q ă 0,
’
’
%
s j , if Rpu1 . . . u j´1 q ě 0, and Rps j q ě 0.
The next claim immediately follows from (4).
?
?
Claim 6. For any j P r ns, |Rpu
.
.
.
u
q|
ď
n. Hence, the RDS of complete collections of subblocks is
1
j
?
bounded in absolute value by n.
We also have the following result.
Lemma 7. For any i P rns, |Rpuqi | ď
absolute value.

3?
2 n.

Hence, the RDS of any prefix of u does not exceed

3?
2 n

in

?
3 n
2 .

Proof:? Suppose, on the contrary, that |Rpuqi | ą
For simplicity, we will only consider the case
3 n
that j P rns is the smallest index
Rpuqi ą 2 , as the ?other case can be handled similarly. Next, assume
?
?
3 n
3 n
for which Rpuq j ą 2 and that we may assume that ?Rpuq j “ 2 ` 1. Now, let j “ k1 n ` k2 , where
?
?
0 ď k2 ă n. According to Claim 6, since Rpuq j “ 3 2 n ` 1 and k2 ă n, we have
?
?
n
ă Rpu1 . . . uk1 ´1 q ď n.
(5)
2
?

Based on (4), and since Rpu1 . . . uk1 ´1 q ą

n
2 ,

it follows that Rpuk1 q ď 0 so that
?
?
n
´ n ă Rpuk1 q` ď
2

(6)

?
?
for any ` P r ns. Combining (5) and (6), we have that Rpuqk1 ?n`k2 ď 3 2 n , which is a contradiction.
n
We now describe our encoder. Let
? u P t0, 1u be the string which
? is the result of the procedure described
n
in (4), and suppose that r P t0, 1u is such that for any j P r ns:
#
1, if u j ‰ s j ,
rj “
(7)
0, if u j “ s j .
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(a) In the first step, we set u1 “ s1 . Without loss of generality, let us assume that u1 contains more
0s than 1s. Then, the next block u2 is set to s2 if s2 has more 1s than 0s. Otherwise, u2 is set to the
complement of s2 , s̄2 . To reconstruct a block u2 , we either use the complement of s2 or the string
itself, as determined by the added flag bit r2 .

(b) In the next step, the approximate balancing procedure continues as follows: Let us assume that
u1 u2 has more 1s than 0s. The next block u3 equals s3 if s3 has more 0s than 1s. Otherwise, u3
equals the complement of s3 , s̄2 . The procedure is repeated for all subsequent steps.

Figure 1: Illustration of the
The string s “ s1 s2 . . . s?n is decomposed
? approximate balancing procedure.
?
into a concatenation of n blocks, each of length n. The string u “ u1 u2 . . . u?n is constructed
sequentially from the blocks s1 , s2 , . . . , s?n by ensuring that the discrepancy between the number of 1s
and 0s in the reconstructed string u1 u2 . . . ui is reduced or kept the same at every step i. Subfigure (a)
depicts how the block u2 is chosen, while subfigure (b) depicts how the block u3 is chosen.
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Figure 2: Further examples regarding the code construction. Subfigure (a) illustrates
the finding
? of Claim 6:
?
The discrepancy between the number of 1s and 0s in the string u1 . . . ui , i P r ns is at most n. Subfigure
(b) illustrates the finding of Lemma
? 7: The discrepancy between the number of 1s and 0s in the string
u1 u2 . . . u j , j P rns is at most 32 n. Subfigure (c) illustrates an immediate extension of Lemma 7: The
?
discrepancy between
the number of 1s and 0s in the string ru1 u2 . . . u j , j P rns is at most 25 n. Recall
?
that v “ 15{2 n ru is as defined in Claim 8, and that w “ wtpvq. Subfigure (d) depicts how adding a
properly chosen prefix and suffix to the string ensures the Dyck property.
?
Using r, we now form a string s P CpN, hq, where N “ n ` 17
2 n, and assume for simplicity that N is
an even integer. The following claim is used in our subsequent analysis.
?
?
?
Claim 8. Let v “ 15{2 n ru P t0, 1un`7{2 n . Then, for any i P rn ` 27 ns,
?
|Rpvqi | ď 5 n.
?
Furthermore, for any i P rn ` 7{2 ns,
Rpvqi ą 0.
We now append redundant bits to the string v described in Claim 8 in order to get a string s P t0, 1u N
which is a Dyck string1 . This results in the following claim.
?
?
?
5{2 n ru P t0, 1un`7{2 n be as defined in
Claim 9. Let N “ n ` 17
n
be
an
even
integer
and
let
v
“
1
2
N
N
Claim 8. Suppose that w “ wtpvq. Then, the string s “ v1 2 ´w 0 2 ´p|v|´wq is a Dyck string.
Now, assume that CpN, hq Ď F2N ?
is constructed according to the procedure outlined in Claim 9 and
once again assume that N “ n ` 17
2 n is an even integer. The next theorem is the main result of this
section and it establishes the correctness of our construction through the description of a simple decoding
algorithm.
Theorem 10. Suppose that s1 , s2 , . . . , sh P CpN, hq, where CpN, hq is constructed according to the balancing procedure operating on Bh strings. Then, given Mps1 q Y Mps2 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh q, we can uniquely
determine ts1 , . . . , sh u. Furthermore, for any e ą 0, there exists ne ą 0 such that for all N ě ne ,
1
1
N log |CpN, hq| ě h ´ e.
Proof: For simplicity, we prove the result for h “ 2, as the extension for general values h is
straightforward. According to Claims 5 and 9, we can recover M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q from Mps1 q Y Mps2 q
1 Splitting the string into blocks of length m and then performing the “approximate” balancing task over these blocks would incur a
?
n
redundancy of m
` cm, where c is a constant. The redundancy is minimized when the summands are of the same order, n. This justifies
the use of our partition choice.
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since s1 , s2 are Dyck strings. From M p ps1 q Y M p ps2 q, we can recover s1 ` s2 according to Claim 1. Given
?
?
?
N
N
N
N
s1 “ 15{2 n r1 u1 1 2 ´w1 0 2 ´p|v1 |´w1 q and s2 “ 15{2 n r2 u2 1 2 ´w2 0 2 ´p|v2 |´w2 q , from the first n ` 72 n
coordinates of s1 ` s2 we can recover
pr1 ` r2 , u1 ` u2 q mod 2.
Next, for shorthand, write u “ ?
u1 ` u2 mod 2 “ u1 u2 . . . u?n and r “ r1 ` r2 mod 2 “ r1 . . . r?n . Let
?
ũ “ ũ1 . . . ũ n . Then, for j P r ns,
#
u j , if r j “ 0,
ũ j “
uj
if r j “ 1.
It is straightforward to verify from (4) that ũ “ s1 ` s2 mod 2. Since s1 , s2 P S2 pnq are B2 strings over
F2n , we can recover s1 and s2 from ũ, which concludes the proof.
Note that our lower bound from Theorem 10 relies on the use of binary Bh codes of rate 1h . It is
currently not known whether this bound is achievable and the only known results in this area pertain to
the case h “ 2 and h “ n. In the next subsection, to better our understanding of the maximum asymptotic
rate of h-MC code, we derive new upper bounds for Bh sequences, with 2 ă h ă n, that significantly
outperform naive counting arguments. Note that these results imply upper bounds on the rates achievable
using the construction from Theorem 10. For example, it is well known that the maximum rate of a
binary B2 sequence is at most 0.5753 which implies that the maximum rate of any code produced using
the constructive procedure in the previous section is at most 0.5753.
A. New Upper Bounds on Binary Bh Sequences
We extend next the idea used in [28] to obtain an upper bound on the maximum rate of a binary Bh
code (as already pointed out, we are unaware of any results pertaining to the rate of binary Bh codes for
the case h ą 2 and h ‰ n). Hence, the results contained in this section may be of independent interest.
In addition, the derived bounds represent an upper bound on the rate of codes constructed in this section.
Throughout this part of the text, we assume that h is even. We first introduce relevant notation before
describing our main result in Theorem 14.
Let Bh pnq denote a binary Bh sequence of length n. Since Bh pnq is a binary Bh sequence it follows that
ř
for any two distinct sets of codewords, say ts1 , s2 , . . . , sh u, ts11 , s12 , . . . , s1h u Ď Bh pnq, we have hj“1 s j ‰
řh
1
j“1 s j , where addition is over the reals. As will be discussed in more details below, rather than work
directly with the prefixes of codewords as suggested in [28] for the case h “ 2, we instead use the sum of
prefixes of codewords in a binary Bh code. Then, through information-theoretic arguments (which avoid
the more complicated convolution-based approach from [28]), we arrive at Theorem 14.
Let Ah{2 denote the set of sums of any collection of h{2 prefixes of distinct codewords from Bh pnq,
where n “ a ` b and a and b are the lengths of the prefixes and suffixes, respectively. More specifically,
let
(
Ah{2 “ a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ah{2 P t0, 1, . . . , h{2ua : pa1 b1 q, pa2 , b2 q, . . . , pah{2 , bh{2 q P Bh pnq .
For c P Ah{2 , define Bc as
!
)
b
Bc “ b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bh{2 P t0, 1, . . . , h{2u : pa1 b1 q, . . . , pah{2 , bh{2 q P Bh pnq, a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ah{2 “ c .
We start by proving the next claim.
Claim 11. Let c1 , c2 P Ah{2 . Then for any d1 , d2 P Bc1 and d3 , d4 P Bc2 ,
d1 ´ d2 ‰ d3 ´ d4 ,
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where the subtraction is performed over the reals unless d1 “ d2 and d3 “ d4 .
Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, that the previous equation holds with equality. Then pc1 d1 q `
pc2 d4 q “ pc2 d3 q ` pc1 d2 q. In this case, we may write
p1q

p1q

p1q

p1q

p1q

p1q

p3q

p3q

p3q

p2q

p2q

p2q

a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ah{2 “ c1 , a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ah{2 “ c2 ,
p2q

p2q

p2q

b1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bh{2 “ d1 , b1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bh{2 “ d2 ,
p4q

p4q

p4q

b1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bh{2 “ d3 , b1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bh{2 “ d4 .
Then, if the statement in the claim holds, it follows that
´
¯ ´
¯
p1q p1q
p1q p1q
p2q p4q
p2q p4q
pa1 b1 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pah{2 bh{2 q ` pa1 b1 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pah{2 bh{2 q “
´
¯ ´
¯
p2q p3q
p2q p3q
p1q p2q
p1q p2q
pa1 b1 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pah{2 bh{2 q ` pa1 b1 q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pah{2 bh{2 q ,
p1q p1q

p1q

p1q

p1q

p2q

where pa1 b1 q, . . . , pah{2 bh{2 q, . . . , pah{2 bh{2 q P Bh pnq, a contradiction.
Based on the result of the previous claim, we focus on the differences between elements in the set Bc
and define the multiset

D “ td1 ´ d2 P t´h{2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, . . . , h{2ub : Dc s.t. d1 , d2 P Bc u.
The next claim characterizes the properties of sequences in the multiset D .
b
Claim
`|B pnq|˘12. Any nonzero d P t´h{2, . . . , h{2u appears at most once in D , while the all-zero vector appears
h
times.
h{2

Proof: The first statement follows immediately from Claim 11. For the second claim, since Bh pnq is
a Bh code, it follows that the sum of any distinct h{2 codewords` from ˘Bh pnq is necessarily unique and
ř
h pnq|
hence d1 ´ d2 “ 0 if and only if d1 “ d2 . Since cPAh{2 |By | “ |Bh{2
, the result follows.
Let Hn phq denote
1
log p|tx1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xh : x1 , x2 , . . . , xh P t0, 1un u|q “ Hn phq.
n
Also, let Hphq denote the entropy of the binomial distribution Bph, 21 q
˜ˆ ˙ ˆ ˙ ¸
h ˆ ˙ ˆ ˙h
ÿ
h
1
1 h
h
H phq “ ´
log2
.
k
2
k
2

(8)

k“0

It is well-known that
lim Hn phq “ Hphq,

nÑ8

and that

ˆ
˙
ˆ ˙
1
h
1
Hphq “ log2 2πe
`O
.
2
4
h

The following claim will be useful in characterizing the size of D . For simplicity, define the set

Ds “ td : d P D u
containing the elements in D , with repeats of the all-zero string removed. Recall that b stands for the
length of the strings in D .
Claim 13. For b large enough, 1b log p|Ds |q can be approximated by Hphq.
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Proof: In order to bound the size of the set Ds , we consider the size of the set:
)
¯
!`
˘ ´
x1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xh{2 ´ x11 ` x12 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x1h{2 : x1 , x2 , . . . , xh{2 , x11 , x12 , . . . , x1h{2 P t0, 1ub ,
where addition is over the reals. Let
`

˘

z “ pz1 , z2 , . . . , zb q “ x1 ` x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xh{2 ´

´

x11

` x12

` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x1h{2

¯
.

where x1 , x2 , . . . , xh{2 , x11 , x12 , . . . , x1h{2 are randomly chosen strings in t0, 1ub . Then, for j P t´h{2, ´h{2 `
1, . . . , h{2u,
˙ ˆ ˙h
˙ ˆ ˙h ˆ
˙ˆ
h{2 ˆ
ÿ
1
h{2
h{2
h
1
Pr pzi “ jq “
“
.
`´j
`
2
h{2 ` j
2
`“j

The entropy of this distribution is
´

h ˆ ˙ ˆ ˙h
ÿ
h
1
k“0

k

2

˜ˆ ˙ ˆ ˙ ¸
h
1 h
log2
,
k
2

which according to (8) equals Hphq. This completes the proof.
Theorem 14. For h even, the maximum asymptotic rate of a binary Bh code is at most
2
h Hph{2q
.
1 ` Hph{2q
Hphq
Proof: By definition,
ˆ

˙
|Bh pnq|
“ |By1 | ` |By2 | ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |By|A | |.
h{2
h{2
From the previous equation and the convexity of the function x2 , we have
`|B pnq|˘2
|Ah{2 |
h
ÿ
|B pnq|h
h{2
2
|D | “
« h
.
|B y j | ě
|Ah{2 |
|Ah{2 |
j“1

Then, since according to Claim 12 the all-zero vector appears at most |Bh pnq|h{2 times and all the other
vectors appear at most once in D ,
ˇ
ˇ
|Bh pnq|h Æ |D | ˇAh{2 ˇ
“ |D zDs ||Ah{2 | ` |Ds ||Ah{2 |
ď |Bh pnq|h{2 2aHph{2q ` 2bHphq`aHph{2q .
h{2 Æ 2aHph{2q ` 2bHphq , which
Letting |Bh pnq|h{2 “ 2aHph{2q , and setting b “ a Hph{2q
Hphq , we obtain |Bh pnq|
implies
2
log |Bh pnq| Æ aHph{2q.
h
Therefore,
2a
2
Hph{2q
Hph{2q
log |Bh pnq|
Æ h
“ h Hph{2q .
n
a`b
1`
Hphq

Clearly, a naive upper bound on the maximum size of a binary Bh code is 1h Hphq, and it is straightforward
to verify that for h large enough the expression in the previous theorem coincides with this bound.
However, for finite h, the previous bound is significantly tighter. For example, for h “ 4, 6, 8, 1h Hphq is
approximately .5118, .3899, and .3184, respectively, whereas the bound derived above gives .4406, .3433
and .2837, respectively.
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IV. U PPER B OUNDS ON h-MC C ODES
Next, we derive an upper bound on the maximum rate of an h-MC code. To this end, recall that C p Ď
t0, 1un is an h-prefix code if for any two subsets of sizes h̄ ď h, say S1 , S2 Ď C p , M p pS1 q ‰ M p pS2 q.
ppq
pMCq
Let Ch
pnq be the size of the largest h-MC code of codelength n and suppose that Ch pnq is the size
pMCq
of the largest h-prefix code of codelength n. Formally, we use Rh
to denote the maximum asymptotic
rate of an h-MC code,
1
pMCq
pMCq
pnq|.
Rh
“ lim sup log |Ch
nÑ8
n
ˆ
˙
pMCq
1
1
We show next that when h is even, Rh
ď 1´ 2
. Once again, for simplicity of exposition,
1
1` h

we focus on the case h “ 2 before considering the general result.
pMCq
The next lemma states that in order to derive an upper bound on the quantity Rh
, we can limit our
attention to prefix codes. The result follows since the set of all suffixes is a function of the set of all
prefixes provided the total number of ones in each codeword is the same and known beforehand.
Lemma 15. For any e ą 0, there exists an ne ą 0 such that for all n ě ne , one has
1
1
ppq
pMCq
log |Ch
pnq| ď log |Ch pnq| ` e.
n
n
Proof: To simplify the discussion, we focus on the case where h “ 2; the extension to h ą 2
pwq
pMCq
are straightforward. For w P rns, let C2 pnq Ď Ch
pnq denote the set of codewords of weight w
pMCq
pw˚ q
pMCq
in C2
pnq. By the pigeon-hole principle, there exists a w˚ P rns where |C2 pnq| ě n1 |C2
pnq|.
pw˚ q
Given two codewords in C2 pnq, say S “ ts1 , s2 u, we can easily determine M p pS q. Assuming that
only the prefix composition set is known, the set Ms pS q can be derived as follows. To determine the
compositions of suffixes of length i, for i P rns, we subtract from w˚ the number of ones in each
prefix
n ´ i. For instance,
! ˚ of length
) suppose the compositions of prefixes of
! length )n ´ 1 of s1 , s2 are
˚
˚ ´1
˚ `1
w
n´w
w
n´w
t1 , 0
u, t1
,0
u . Then, the length-1 suffixes of s1 , s2 are t1u, t0u . This implies that
ppq

pw˚ q

pMCq

n|C2 pnq| ě n|C2 pnq| ě |C2
pnq|, which establishes the desired result.
ppq
ppq
Let us first turn our attention to h “ 2. For any s P C2 pnq, we write s as s “ ab P C2 pnq, where
a P t0, 1uαn equals the first αn symbols of s and b equals the last p1 ´ αqn symbols of s. We represent
the codewords in the codebook using a bipartite graph G “ pVP , VS , Eq with
!
)
ppq
VP “ a P t0, 1uαn : Ds P C2 pnq s.t. s “ ab ,
(9)
and
!
VS “ b P t0, 1u

p1´αqn

: Ds P

ppq
C2 pnq

)
s.t. s “ ab .

(10)

In this setting, an edge pv1 , v2 q P E, with v1 P VP and v2 P VS , connects an admissible prefix (vertex in
ppq
VP ) to an admissible suffix (vertex in VS ) so that every edge corresponds to a codeword in C2 and vice
versa.
Let w P t0, 1, . . . , αnu “ rrαn ` 1ss. We also find it useful to work with another bipartite graph
pwq
pwq
pwq
G
“ pVP , VS , Epwq q whose edges are a subset of the edges in E. The partition of the vertices
pwq
pwq
pwq
V pwq “ pVP , VS q is such that v1 P VP if and only if the prefix a P t0, 1uαn represented by the
pwq
pwq
vertex v1 in G has weight w, and in addition, v2 P VS if and only if there exists a v1 P VP such that
pwq
pwq
pv1 , v2 q P E. The set Epwq Ď E is such that pv1 , v2 q P Epwq if v1 P VP and v2 P VS .
The next result will be used in the proof of Theorem 17.
Lemma 16. The graph Gpwq cannot contain a cycle of length four.
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Proof: Suppose, on the contrary that Gpwq contains a 4-cycle, say
pa1 b1 , a2 b2 , a1 b2 , a2 b1 q.
Then,

M p pa1 b1 q Y M p pa2 b2 q “ M p pa2 b1 q Y M p pa1 b2 q.
To verify the above claim, note that all prefixes of length αn have to be the same since M p pa1 q Y
M p pa2 q “ M p pa2 q Y M p pa1 q. Furthermore, since wtpa1 q “ wtpa2 q it is straightforward to verify that all
prefixes of length longer than αn are the same amongst M p pa1 b1 q Y M p pa2 b2 q, M p pa2 b1 q Y M p pa1 b2 q.
But this contradicts the fact that the prefixes and suffixes involved correspond to a 2-prefix code. This
establishes the claimed result.
We are now ready to prove our upper bound on h-prefix codes for h “ 2.
Theorem 17. For any e ą 0, there exists an ne ą 0 such that for all n ě ne one has

1
n

ppq

log |C2 pnq| ď

2
3

` e.

ppq

Proof: In order to bound the number of codewords in C2 pnq, we will upper bound the number of
edges in the graph G “ pVP , VS , Eq. To this end, we consider the maximum number of edges in the graph
pwq
pwq
Gpwq “ pVP , VS , Epwq q. It follows from the pigeonhole principle that there exists a w˚ P rrαn ` 1ss
such that
ˇ
ˇ
|E|
ˇ pwp˚q q ˇ
.
E
ˇ
ˇě
αn ` 1
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
p˚q ˇ
ˇ
ˇ ppq ˇ
Thus, n1 log ˇEpw q ˇ can be approximated by n1 log ˇC2 pnqˇ for n sufficiently large.
p˚q

According to the previous lemma, Gpw q cannot contain a 4-cycle. It is well-known that the number
of edges in an m1 ˆ m2 bipartite graph without cycles of length 4 is at most [31]
1

m1 m22 ` m1 ` m2 .
Letting αn “

n
3

(11)

in (11) so that m1 “ 2n{3 and m2 “ 22n{3 gives
ˆ ˙
ˇ
ˇ
1
1
ˇ pwp˚q q ˇ 2
log ˇE
.
ˇ ď `O
n
3
n

This implies the desired result.
The next corollary follows from the previous theorem and Lemma 15.
pMCq

Corollary 18. A 2-prefix code must have a rate bounded as R2

ď 23 .
ppq

Next, we consider the extension to the case where h ą 2 based on the same approach. Let Ch pnq denote
phq
phq
an h-prefix code of length n. As before, we represent our codewords using a graph Gphq “ pVP , VS , Ephq q
ppq
as defined in (9) and (10), except that pa, bq P Ephq if and only if pa, bq P Ch pnq. As before, we will
pw,hq
pw,hq pw,hq
also work with the bipartite graph Gpw,hq “ pVP , VS
,E
q Ď Gphq , which is restricted to only
use prefixes of weight w. Our next lemma is a natural generalization of Lemma 19.
Lemma 19. The graph Gpw,hq cannot contain a 2h-cycle.
Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, that the statement in the lemma does not hold and that pa1 , b1 q,
pb1 , a2 q, pa2 , b2 q, . . . , pah , bh q, pbh , a1 q. Then, we have:
ppq

(12)

ppq

(13)

a1 b1 , a2 b2 , a3 b3 , . . . , ah bh P Ch pnq,
but also that
b1 a2 , b2 a3 , b4 a5 , . . . , bh a1 P Ch pnq.
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Since all the prefixes in Gpw,hq have weight w, it is straightforward to verify that the set of codewords
from (12) and the set in (13) have the same prefix composition multisets.
The next result follows from the same arguments used in Theorem 17 and Corollary 18.
ˆ
˙
pMCq
pMCq
h`1
1
1
Theorem 20. For odd h, Rh
ď 2h . For even h, Rh
.
ď 1´ 2
1
1` h

Proof: The results follows using the same arguments as those described in Theorem 17 and by noting
that the maximum number of edges in a m1 ˆ m2 bipartite graph that does not contain a cycle of length
2h is at most pm1 m2 qh`1 h ` m1 ` m2 when h is odd [31]. For the case when h is even, the maximum
k`2

1

number of edges is m12k m22 ` m1 ` m2 [31].
We can see that the gap between our upper bound stated in the previous theorem and the best possible
rate code achievable from the previous section (using a binary B2 sequence of rate at most 0.6) is at least
.09 when h “ 2. For larger h, this gap grows and for h “ 4, 6, 8, the gap is .0882, .1815, and .2372,
respectively.
For large h, the bound from Theorem 20 implies that the maximum rate for any h-MC code is at most
1
whereas
our lower bound converges to zero. However, for small h, the gap between the upper and lower
2
bounds is significantly smaller. For example, when h “ 2 and h “ 3, our upper bound equals 23 , whereas
the lower bounds from the previous section equal 21 and 31 , respectively. For h “ 4, the upper bound
equals 35 whereas the lower bound equals 41 . We would like to point out that the result in our preprint
and the short conference version of the paper contains an error on page 4 [32] and that the claim that the
lower and upper bound are asymptotically the same is incorrect.
As a final note, we observe that the work in [27], [28] also considered the case of nonbinary Bh codes
for h “ 2. The main result is that for a large enough alphabet, the maximum asymptotic rate of nonbinary
B2 codes is at most 12 .
V. E RROR M ODELS AND E RROR -C ORRECTION
The MS/MS readout technique is error prone. Often, not all the masses of prefixes and suffixes are
measured and/or reported. Furthermore, polymer fragmentation causes the loss of some atoms and create
errors in the actual mass values; as a result, some fragments can gain or loose in mass value based on
how the fragment was created.
Mass errors can lead to issues in the process of mixture reconstruction and hence, in what follows, we
first describe common error patterns in MS/MS readouts and describe simple techniques that can be used
to correct them. In all the described error-modes, as throughout the whole text, we tacitly assume that
one can actually determine the length of the prefixes/suffixes based on their masses. This is possible if
the masses of 0s and 1s differ significantly (for example, if the masses of the 1 or 0 molecules differ by
at least n) or if other design criteria are met.
Converting practical mass errors into abstract error models is rather challenging. This is why we first
describe how to model such errors, and in particular, errors that cannot be automatically detected and
corrected. The focus of the first part is missing prefixes or suffixes. We start with the description of the
effect of such errors on the process of reconstructing a single string, and then proceed to describe how
missing string errors affect the reconstruction of a mixture of multiple strings. In both settings, we break
up the discussion into two cases: One, in which we explain how to use the natural redundancy ensured
by the presence of both prefixes and suffixes of the string to identify and correct errors; and another
one, where we explain how to add controlled redundancy to mitigate the effect of MS/MS errors. In
the latter case, we describe several simple error-control schemes that either add redundancy to the Bh
strings themselves, and/or use unequal error-protection for various substrings in the Dyck-Bh codestrings
as well. Furthermore, based on the approach that converts prefix/suffix masses into sums of codestrings,
we introduce a straightforward idea for encoding that uses integrals and derivatives of strings.
Consider a prefix-suffix composition multiset Mpsq of a Dyck string s of length n. A single missing
composition can be identified and corrected without coding redundancy: Since either M p psq or Ms psq
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are available for reconstruction, one of these two multisets will contain no errors and can consequently
be used for error-free reconstruction. The following example illustrates that it is not always possible to
reconstruct Mpsq of a string s from an erroneous prefix-suffix composition multiset M̃psq that contains
two or more erasures if no redundancy is used.
Example 21. Let M̃ p psq and M̃s psq denote the prefix and suffix composition multisets of s with missing
fragment errors, respectively. Furthermore, let M̃psq “ M̃ p psq Y M̃s psq.
‚ Consider the string s “ 111000. Given

M̃ “ t1, 13 , 013 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 1, 03 , 02 , 0u,

‚

one can immediately see that a prefix composition of length two is missing. Since the weight of the
string is three and the suffix composition of length 6 ´ 2 “ 4 is 03 1, it is clear that the missing
composition is 12 .
Consider the same string, and the erroneous prefix-suffix composition multiset

M̃ “ t1, 13 , 013 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 , 02 , 0u.

‚

Clearly, the composition of a prefix of length two and a suffix of length four are missing. However, the
constraints imposed by the prefix compositions 1 and 13 imply that the composition of the prefix of
length two is 12 . Similarly, the constraints imposed by suffix compositions 03 12 and 03 imply that the
composition of the suffix of length four is 03 1.
In the third example, let the string be s “ 110100, and the erroneous prefix-suffix composition multiset

M̃ “ t1, 12 , 012 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 1, 02 , 0u.

‚

From M̃ p one can reconstruct the partial prefix 110εε0 (where ‘ε’ denotes that the corresponding bit
cannot be determined from the procedure described in Claim 1); similarly, from M̃s one can reconstruct
the partial suffix string 11εε00. By combining the partially reconstructed strings with erasures, we can
easily recover the bits in all positions except for position four, and then using a process similar to the
one described in the previous examples reconstruct s “ 110100 and Mpsq.
Next, let
M̃ “ t1, 12 , 013 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 1, 02 , 0u.
Note that both Mp111000q and Mp110100q are consistent with the erroneous composition multiset
and hence reconstruction is impossible.
l

Based on Example 21, a number of observations are in place (any comment pertaining to prefixes also
applies to suffixes and vice versa, due to symmetry).
‚ If M̃ p is such that prefix compositions of lengths i, i ` 1, i ` 2, . . . , i ` j ´ 2 are erased, while
compositions of prefixes of length i ´ 1, i ` j ´ 1 and i ` j remain intact, then the bits i, i ` 1, i `
2, . . . , i ` j, i ` j ´ 1 of the prefix string cannot be inferred using the technique describe in Claim 1.
Such a prefix composition list is said to have a contiguous erasure burst of length j, starting at index
i.
‚ If the weight of the prefix composition of length i ´ 1 is wi´1 and that of length i ` j ´ 1 is wi`j´1 ,
then among the bits at positions i, i ` 1, i ` 2, . . . , i ` j ´ 2, exactly wi`j´1 ´ wi are 1s, while the
remaining bit values are 0s.
t
‚ If M is missing t compositions, then either M p or Ms is missing at most t 2 u compositions.
Thus, in the presence of t prefix-suffix erasures, one is always able to reconstruct the string with at most
t missing bits. The erasures that occur in the prefix (suffix) strings are correlated and every erasure occurs
as part of a contiguous burst of length ě 2. By comparing the string reconstructed using prefixes with
that using suffixes, certain types of erasures can be corrected as further illustrated in Example 22. In
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summary, if at most t p prefix compositions are missing, and at most ts suffix compositions are missing,
then one needs to correct not more than 2 min tt p , ts u erasures in the prefix (suffix) string, each occurring
in a contiguous burst of length at least two. As will be shown Section V-C, the length-two bursts can be
completely eliminated from analysis and subsequent coding approaches by resorting to the use of integrals
of strings, which amounts to running sums (over the reals) of the elements of the string [11].
Example 22. Let us revisit Example 21. Given the following erroneous multiset of the string s “ 110100,

M̃ “ t1, 12 , 012 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 1, 02 , 0u,
from M̃ p we reconstructed 110εε0, and from M̃s we reconstructed 11εε00. Using these two strings with
erasures we were able to reconstruction the original string.
Next, assume that we are instead given the multiset M̃ “ t1, 12 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 02 , 0u. From M̃1p
we can reconstruct 11εεε0, and from M̃s we can reconstruct 1εεε00. By combining the two reconstructions
we can only recover 11εε00. The multiset M̃ is consistent with both Mp111000q and Mp110100q.
l
A simple observation for the t missing prefix/suffix model is as follows. A missing prefix composition
of length i can be recovered from a suffix composition of length n ´ i. Thus, the number of error patterns
that can be corrected without additional coding redundancy, independent on the string being a Dyck string
or not, is at least
˙ ˆ ˙ˆ
˙
t ˆ ˙ˆ
ÿ
n ´ t 2t u
n n´i
n
.
ě
i
t´i
t 2t u
r 2t s
i“0

This follows from the fact that we can choose 0 ď i ď t missing masses in the prefix set, fix those i
masses in the suffix set as “observed” and then select additional t ´ i missing masses from the remaining
n ´ i suffixes.
Based on Example 22, and by noting that prefixes are red from the left, while suffixes are read from
the right, define

I p “ tpi p , j p q s.t. the prefix string has a contiguous erasure burst of length j p starting at index i p u,
and

Is “ tpis , js q s.t. the suffix string has a contiguous erasure burst of length js starting at index is u.
The prefix string is said to have a contiguous erasure overlap of length ` with the suffix string if there
exists pi p , j p q P I p and pis , js q P Is such that js , j p ě ` and either i p ď is , pi p ` j p ´ is q “ ` or is ă
i p , pis ` js ´ i p q “ `. We say that the prefix string and the suffix string erasures do not overlap if for all
lengths ` ě 1 the prefix string does not have a contiguous erasure overlap with that of the suffix string.
Claim 23. A Dyck string s can be reconstructed from the prefix-suffix composition multiset M̃psq without
using error-correction redundancy if the missing prefixes and suffixes are such that
‚ The prefix string and the suffix string do not overlap; or,
‚

The prefix string has exactly one contiguous erasure overlap with the suffix string, and the overlap is of
length one.

We next turn our attention to describing the effect of missing prefixes and suffixes on multistring reconstruction from the union of the underlying prefix-suffix composition multiset, and detection/correction
strategies that may be used without resorting to controlled error-control redundancy.
As for the case of a single string, one missing prefix-suffix composition in Mps1 q Y Mps2 q ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh q
corresponding to the Dyck strings s1 , s2 , . . . sh can be easily corrected as either the union of prefix
composition multiset or the union of suffix composition multiset is error-free. But when more than one
error is present, it is not always possible to reconstruct Mps1 q Y Mps2 q ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Mpsh q from the union
of the erroneous prefix-suffix composition multiset M̃ps1 q Y M̃ps2 q ¨ ¨ ¨ Y M̃psh q as illustrated below.
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Here, we find the following definitions useful. The partially reconstructed prefix of the sum of strings
constructed from the union of erroneous prefix composition multisets using Claim 1 is referred to the
partial prefix-sum string and its analogue pertaining to suffixes is referred to the partial suffix-sum string.
Example 24.
‚ Let us revisit Example 2 under the assumption that we are given the erroneous multiset

M̃pt1 q Y M̃pt2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 02 12 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 02 1, 0
Clearly, the composition of a prefix of length three is missing. Thus, using the union of the suffix
composition multiset,

M̃s pt1 q Y M̃s pt2 q “ Ms pt1 q Y Ms pt2 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 02 1, 01, 02 , 0, 0u,

‚

one can easily determine t1 ` t2 “ 211110 using the procedure outlined in Example 2. If one were to
use M̃ p pt1 q Y M̃ p pt2 q instead, while setting aside the fact that a composition of length three is missing,
the same procedure applied to the third symbol of t1 ` t2 would results in wtp012 q ´ wtp01q ´ wtp12 q “
´1, which is clearly indicative of an error. Negative values in the partial prefix-sum string or suffix-sum
string is a clear indication of one or more missing compositions or composition errors in general.
In the next example, we assume that we are given the following erroneous multiset instead

M̃pt1 q Y M̃pt2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 02 12 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 02 1, 01, 02 ,

‚

It is once again easy to see that a prefix of length three and a suffix of length five are missing.
Using the erroneous union of the prefix composition multisets, M̃ p pt1 q Y M̃ p pt2 q, one can recover the
partial prefix-sum 21εε10, and similarly, using the union of the suffix composition multisets, M̃s pt1 q Y
M̃s pt2 q, one can recover the partial suffix-sum εε1110. By combining the two partial sum, one can
recover t1 ` t2 “ 211110. Note that the third bits in the two strings equal 0 and 1 or 1 and 0,
implying that the correct prefix compositions of length three are either t012 , 012 u or t13 , 02 1u. Since
t13 , 02 1u X M̃ p pt1 q Y M̃ p pt2 q “ φ, one can conclude that the missing prefix composition is 012 . A
similar line of reasoning may be used to recover the missing suffix composition 03 12 .
In the third scenario, we are given the following erroneous multiset

M̃pt1 q Y M̃pt2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 02 1, 01, 02 , 0, 0u

‚

Here, one prefix of length three and of length four is missing, as well as a suffix of length four and another of length five. Using the erroneous union of the prefix composition multisets, M̃ p pt1 q Y M̃ p pt2 q
one can recover the partial prefix-sum 21εεε0, and similarly using the union of the suffix composition
multisets, M̃s pt1 q Y M̃s pt2 q, one can recover the partial suffix-sum εεε110. By combining the two
partial strings, we obtain t1 ` t2 “ 21ε110. Since wtpt1 ` t2 q “ wtpt1 q ` wtpt2 q “ 3 ` 3 “ 6, we
must be that t1 ` t2 “ 211110. Hence, as for the case of a single string, one can recover the sum of the
mixture strings even when both the partial prefix and suffix contain errors.
In the last example to consider, assume that we are given the erroneous multiset

M̃pt1 q Y M̃pt2 q “ t1, 1, 01, 12 , 012 , 02 12 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 02 12 , 03 1, 02 1, 01, 02
In this case, the prefix and suffix of length three are missing. Using the erroneous union of the prefix
composition multisets, M̃ p pt1 q Y M̃ p pt2 q, one can recover the partial prefix-sum 21εε10, and, similarly, using the union of the suffix composition multisets, M̃s pt1 q Y M1s pt2 q, one can recover the partial
suffix-sum 21εε10. However, for this case one cannot recover the missing compositions or the sum of
the two input strings: Both Mp111000q Y Mp101010q and Mp110100q Y Mp101010q are consistent
with the given input erroneous composition multiset.
l
We hence have the following claim.
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Claim 25. The sum over the reals of h Dyck strings s1 , s2 , . . . , sh of length n can be reconstructed from the
union of their prefix-suffix composition multiset with erasures M̃ps1 q Y M̃ps2 q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y M̃psh q if
1) The prefix sum string and the suffix sum string do not overlap; or,
2) The prefix sum string has exactly one contiguous erasure overlap with the suffix sum string, and the
overlap is of length one.
As before, we remark that the multiset of all h prefix compositions of length 1 ď i ď n can be recovered
provided the complete multiset of h suffix compositions of length n ´ i is available. Hence, the number of
error patterns that can be corrected without additional redundancy is at least the number of error patterns
such that the missing prefix compositions of length i can be recovered from the complete set of suffix
compositions of length n ´ i and vice-versa. To that end,
` ˘
1) Assume that erasures occur in compositions of exactly 1 ď j ď t different lengths. There are nj
different ways to choose these lengths.
2) For every i P rns, either the erasures are contained in the multiset of prefix compositions of length i
or the multiset of suffix compositions of length n ´ i. Thus, there are 2 j different prefix-suffix composition
error patterns for the j different lengths.
3) An erroneous prefix-suffix composition multiset comprising strings of length i contains between 1
and h errors. Thus, the number of error patterns restricted to j composition lengths equals the number of
positive solutions of the equation t “ t1 ` t2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t j , such that t1 , t2 , . . . , t j ď h, and is well known to
` ˘
be t´1
j´1 provided that t ď h.
Thus, assuming that the number of missing oligos is t ď h and by adding up all possible contributions
for different choices of j, one can find a simple lower bound on the number of error patterns that be
corrected without additional redundancy
˙
˙
t ˆ ˙ˆ
t ˆ ˙ˆ
ÿ
n t´1 j ÿ n t´1 j
2 “
2.
j
j´1
j
t´j
j“0

j“0

A. One-Step Error-Correction
In what follows, we present a simple scheme that can correct up to t missing prefix-suffix composition
errors. Recall that the Bh codebook Sh pnq, described in Sections II and III, can be constructed using
the columns of a parity-check matrix of a code with minimum Hamming distance d ě 2h ` 1. The
idea behind our error-correction technique is to ensure that the real-valued sum of every h-string subset
of the code is an error-tolerant codestring. An approach to this problem was first proposed in [30] for
the purpose of designing signature codes for the noisy MAC problem (i.e., codes capable of correcting
errors in the syndrome of a received word) and it consists of encoding the columns of a parity-check
matrix H̃ kˆn , capable of correcting h substitution errors, using a linear binary code that can correct t 2t u
substitution errors. Note that the parameter t can be chosen independently from the parameter h as long
as t 2t u ď k ď n. For encoding purposes, the authors suggest using two binary BCH codes, so that H̃ is
the parity check matrix of a BCH code of designed distance ě 2h ` 1, while the parity-check matrix used
to introduce error-control redundancy to the columns of H̃ is also chosen according to a BCH code with
dimension k, length n and redundancy not exceeding t 2t u logpn ` 1q, and capable of correcting at least
t 2t u substitution errors. Here, and elsewhere in this section all logarithms are taken base two unless stated
otherwise. Clearly, the only difference is that in our setting, we only encounter erasures in the coded
strings (the augmented columns), and hence can handle t erasures.
Note that this construction, as pointed out by the authors, does not fully exploit the fact that addition is
performed over the reals and not over the field F2 . As in the previous construction, H̃ is the parity-check
matrix of a binary h substitution error-correction code. But instead of using another binary code to protect
the syndromes, [30] suggests finding the smallest prime p ą h, and using a linear code over F p (e.g., a
Reed-Solomon code of length p ´ 1) for the syndrome error-control redundancy. The dimension of the
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latter code equals n, and it is required that the code be able to correct t substitution errors over the field
F p . Since the redundancy is nonbinary, each symbol of the parity-check string is converted into a string
of length logpp ` 1q, representing the binary expansion of the symbol over F p . The binary expansions
are stacked on top of each other according to the given parity-check string. The interesting observation
is that, from the sum of the binary strings over the reals, one can clearly obtain the binary expansion of
the symbols in the sum, and then generate the residues modulo p of the elements of the string to obtain
the redundancy information needed for decoding. The obtained code is linear.
Henceforth, we use the value N to denote the length of the uniquely reconstructable strings h-MC with
added error-control redundancy. It is not to be confused with the parameter N from Section III and Figure 2
as the notation is reused to avoid clutter. Also, as before, we let Sh pnq be a binary Bh code constructed
using the parity-check matrix of a binary code with minimum Hamming distance ě 2h ` 1 and to add
the syndrome redundancy, we use a BCH code of appropriate parameters. The main observation leading
to the discussion of our scheme is that due to our encoding method which uses the complementation/bit
flipping procedure, we require an unequal error-protection scheme. Recall that the substring
r used in the
?
construction described in Section III is the indicator vector for substring (of length n bits) flips. Errors
in the r substring may clearly cause a burst of “complementation errors” due to the fact that r indicates if
a string or its complement should be used. There are two approaches one can follow, by either encoding
the string to handle a larger number of erasures independent on their location (the One-Step procedure)
or by adding specialized redundancy to the r string (the Two-Step procedure).
The One-Step encoding method is illustrated in Figure 3 and proceeds as follows:
‚ Each string s P S h pnq is encoded using a BCH code into an intermediary string s1 of length m, capable
?
?
of correcting tp m ` 1q erasures. The redundancy required is at most r 2t sp m ` 1q logpm ` 1q.
‚ The intermediary string s1 of length m is subsequently encoded via the balancing procedure described
in Section III. The encoded balanced string has length N ?
and belongs to a h-MC code capable of
17
correcting up to t composition erasures; here, N “ m ` 2 m which is at most
t ?
17 ?
n ` r sp m ` 1q logpm ` 1q `
m.
2
2
The parameter N can be further bounded by above by
ˆ
˙
?
t ?
17 ?
t
17
t
n ` r sp n ` 1q log n `
n ` en n r s log n `
` r sδn ,
2
2
2
2
2
?
r t sp m`1q logpm`1q

?
r t sp m`1q logpm`1q

where en “ 2
and δn “ 2
.
2n
n
?
As either the partial prefix-sum or the partial suffix-sum string has ď tp m ` 1q, the binary sum of
the input strings can be recovered correctly. The decoding procedure for strings involved in the sum is
identical to the one as described in Section III, and hence omitted.
B. Two-Step Error-Correction
As observed in the One-step scheme,
errors in the substring r cause blocks of errors in the global
?
string: Each erasure in r results in m additional erasures, where m is the length of the approximately
balanced strings. In order to overcome this issue in a more tailor-made manner, one can use unequal
error-correction schemes that ensure that the binary sum of the r substring components across the input
strings can be recovered independently from the rest of the string. The correctly reconstructed binary r
sum can then be used for subsequent decoding of the complete collection of input strings. This Two-Step
approach is illustrated in Figure 3.
As before, let Sh pnq be a binary Bh code constructed using the parity-check matrix of a code with
minimum Hamming distance ě 2h ` 1 (say, a BCH code). Furthermore, let N denote the overall length of
the h-MC codestrings with added redundancy for mass error-correction. The encoding method is illustrated
in Figure 3) and proceeds as follows:
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Figure 3: Illustration of the error-correction procedure. Subfigure (a) describes the One-Step errorcorrection procedure.The string is encoded to handle the worst-case erasure scenario. Subsequently, the
approximate ?
balancing construction from Section III is performed to generate a Dyck codestring. Note
that v “ 15{2 m ru is as defined in Claim 8, and it pertains to the intermediary string s1 . Here, w “ wtpvq.
Subfigure (b) describes the Two-Step error-correction procedure. The string is encoded to be able to correct
t erasures. The approximate balancing procedure from Section III is performed to generate a Dyck string.
In the next step, redundancy is added to the substring r that can be used to correct t erasures. To preserve
the Dyck property, “balancing redundancy” z is appended to r, and ?additional bits are added to the prefix
and suffix to obtain the desired codestring. Note that here v “ 15{2 m1 ru is as defined as in Claim 8, as
applied to the intermediary string s2 depicted in Subfigure (b). Once again, we have w “ wtpvq.
‚

‚

‚

‚
‚

Each string s P Sh pnq is encoded into an intermediary strings s1 of length m1 capable of correcting
t erasures, using a BCH code. The redundancy required is at most t logpm1 ` 1q, and
t
m1 ď n ` r s logpm1 ` 1q.
2
1
Each intermediary string s of length m1 is encoded into a Dyck string using the procedure described
in Section III, to arrive at a second intermediary string s” of length m2 , where
17 ?
m2 “ m1 `
m1 .
2
The substring r of the intermediary string s” is ?
encoded into a codestring rr1 of total length m3 ,
capable of correcting t erasures. Let m4 “ m3 ´ m1 denote the length of r1 . It is easy to see that
m4 ď r 2t s logpm3 ` 1q.
1
1
r¯1 m4 ,
Since the string has to be balanced, r1 “ r11 r21 . . . rm
is converted into z “ r11 r¯1 1 r21 r¯1 2 . . . rm
4
4 ´1
1
where r¯1 i “ 1 ´ ri .
The balanced redundancy z is appended to the r substring of the intermediary string s”. Also, a bit 1
is added to the prefix of 1s and a bit 0 is appended to the suffix of 0s to preserve the Dyck property
of the string.
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The length of the coded string equals
?
17 ?
m1 ` 2pm3 ´ m1 q ` 2,
2
and upper-bounded in terms of the length n as
t
17 ?
t
n ` r splog n ` µn q `
np1 ` νn q ` r splog n ` µn q ` 2θn ` 2.
2
2
2
N “ m1 `

where µn “

r 2t s logpm1 `1q`1
,
n

νn “

r 2t s logpm1 `1q
,
2n

and θn “

t logpm3 `1q`1
b

n`r 2t s logpm1 `1q

.

C. Composition Error-Correction Using String Integrals
One observation that is apparent from the previous examples is that erasures/errors caused in one mass
propagate to one more error when used to reconstruct the real-valued sum of the strings. One simple
means to mitigate this problem is to use running sums of symbols, in which case the errors cancel. A
more precise explanation for how to perform encoding with this approach in mind is as follows.
Without loss of generality, suppose that t p ă ts . In this case, it is always possible for the errors in the
suffix string to be such that we receive no additional information by considering both the prefix and suffix
string, and so the problem at hand becomes to recover s from a set of at most n ´ t p prefix compositions.
Claim 26. Suppose that C pn, dq Ď F2n is a code with minimum Hamming distance d “ mintt p , ts u ` 1.
Let s P F2n and fix wtpsq “ w0 . Let M̃ p psq be the result of removing t p compositions from M p psq, and ts
compositions from Ms psq. Then, we can recover s “ s1 s2 . . . sn P t0, 1un from M̃ p psq provided that
s1 ps1 ` s2 q ps1 ` s2 ` s3 q . . .

n
ÿ

s j P C pn, dq.

j“1

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that t p “ mintt p , ts u. The resultřfollows since for i P rns
the value of the i-th component in the string s1 ps1 ` s2 q ps1 ` s2 ` s3 q . . . nj“1 s j P C pn, dq can be
recovered by summing up the number of 1s (modulo 2) in the i-th prefix composition. The claim then
follows since we know the lengths of the compositionsřthat are missing from the set M̃ p psq and can
hence recover the string s1 ps1 ` s2 q ps1 ` s2 ` s3 q . . . nj“1 s j , where s P F2n , from which s can be then
determined uniquely. Note that for the case that ts “ mintt p , ts u, since the weight of s is known, a
missing composition of a prefix of length i can be recovered from the known composition of a suffix of
length n ´ i. Thus, t p ` ts missing compositions in M̃ p psq can be recovered from M̃s psq and w0 . This
concludes the proof.
Using the result of Claim 26, we can encode our mixture-strings using the following encoding technique:
‚ Given a string s P t0, 1un , construct Ipsq “ s1 ps1 ` s2 qps1 ` s2 ` s3 q . . . ps1 ` s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sn q “
Ipsq1 Ipsq2 . . . Ipsqn .
‚ Encode Ipsq using a BCH code such that the resulting string IpsqR1 psq, where R1 psq denotes the
redundancy bits, is of length m and can correct t 2t u erasures. To ensure that the redundancy is itself
¯
properly balanced, we write Rprq1 “ R1 prq1 ` Iprq1 ; Rprq2i “ Rprq
2i “ 1 ´ Rprq2i , and Rprq2i`1 “
1
1
R prqi ` R prqi`1 ` Rprq2i , for all i P rm ´ n ´ 1s, where m, n are as described in the encoding
scheme of Section V-C.
‚ Encode s as sRpsq.
To apply the above procedure, we need to be able to partition the prefix and suffix compositions of the
sRpsq. This is easily achieved when sRpsq is a substring of a Dyck string such that the composition of
the prefix preceding the sRpsq-substring in the Dyck string is known. In particular, since the substring
sRpsq occurs after the runlength of 1s in the construction of Section III, the prefix compositions of
the constructed string sRpsq can be recovered by subtracting the weight of the leading runlength of 1s
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from the corresponding compositions. Consequently, sRpsq satisfies the conditions of Claim 26 and the
code is linear. Thus, the binary sum of multiple strings constructed using this technique also satisfies the
conditions supporting Claim 26.
In conclusion, the t-erasure-correcting Two-Step procedure can be replaced by the t 2t u error-correcting
technique outlined above. This results in an overall reduction of the redundancy by a factor of two, but
adds to the encoding complexity.
D. Correcting prefix-suffix mass substitution errors
We now briefly turn our attention to describing how substitution errors in prefix-suffix compositions
influence the reconstruction process. As already pointed out, in practice we often observe a larger mass
being reported as a smaller mass due to losses of atoms during the fragmentation process. Such errors can
be modeled as asymmetric errors in which a bit equal to 1 in a prefix or suffix compositions is replaced
by a 0. For convenience, we refer to such errors as mass reducing substitution errors. In the previous
exposition, we illustrated the fact that the union of the prefix-suffix composition multisets and the sum
of the input Dyck strings can be recovered even in the presence of a single erasure without additional
redundancy. However, the same is not always true for mass reducing substitution errors, and hence the
problem of correcting such errors is significantly more challenging. We illustrate this issue in Example 27.
Example 27.
1) Consider the following codebook of Dyck strings t110100, 101010, 110010, 111000u, and select t1 “
111000, t2 “ 110100. The error-free union of the prefix-suffix multisets of the strings equals

Mpt1 q Y Mpt2 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 03 , 02 1
Using the defining property of Dyck strings, from Mpt1 q Y Mpt2 q one can reconstruct the multisets

M p pt1 q Y M p pt2 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u
and

Ms pt1 q Y Ms pt2 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 03 , 02 1, 02 , 02 , 0, 0u.

Now, assume that one composition in the union, 12 , is erroneously read as 02 . Thus, in the presence of
such an error, we obtain a different partition of compositions into prefix and suffix sets,

M p pt1 q Y M p pt2 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u,
Ms pt1 q Y Ms pt2 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 03 , 02 1, 02 , 02 , 02 , 0, 0u.
If it were known a priori that at most one mass reducing substitution error occurred, then an immediate
conclusion would be that the composition of a prefix of length two was erroneously read as a suffix.
Noting that the suffix compositions of the Dyck strings of length n ´ 2 “ 4 are 03 11 , 03 11 , it must be
that the correct prefix compositions of length 2 are 12 and 12 . Thus, from the corrected multiset

M p pt1 q Y M p pt2 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 013 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u,
one can easily compute t1 ` t2 “ 221100.
2) Next, consider the strings t2 “ 110100 and t3 “ 110010. Their error-free union of prefix-suffix
multisets is given by

Mpt2 q Y Mpt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 012 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 02 1,
Using once again the defining properties of Dyck strings, from Mpt1 q Y Mpt2 q we can reconstruct
the multisets

M p pt2 q Y M p pt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 012 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u
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Ms pt2 q Y Ms pt3 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 02 1, 02 1, 02 , 01, 0, 0u.

In addition, let us also examine the strings t1 “ 111000 and t3 “ 110010. Their error-free union of
prefix-suffix multiset is given by

Mpt1 q Y Mpt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 03 , 02
In this case,

M p pt2 q Y M p pt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 13 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u,
Ms pt1 q Y Ms pt3 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 03 , 02 1, 02 , 01, 0, 0u.
Given the erroneous union of prefix-suffix composition multiset of two strings
t1, 1, 12 , 12 , 03 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 02 1, 02 1, 02 , 01, 0, 0u,
the following scenarios are possible:
a) In Mpt2 q Y Mpt3 q, the prefix composition 012 was changed to 03 , or
b) In Mpt1 q Y Mpt3 q, the prefix composition 13 was changed to 02 1. Thus, in the presence of even
a single mass reducing composition error, without additional coding redundancy, neither the union of
the prefix-suffix composition multiset nor the sum of the strings can be uniquely reconstructed.
3) In the final example, let us revisit the strings t2 “ 110100 and t3 “ 110010. Given the erroneous
composition multiset

M̃pt2 q Y M̃pt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 01, 012 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 02 1
one can recover

M̃ p pt2 q Y M̃ p pt3 q “ t1, 1, 12 , 01, 012 , 012 , 013 , 02 12 , 02 13 , 02 13 , 03 13 , 03 13 u
and

M̃s pt2 q Y M̃s pt3 q “ t03 13 , 03 13 , 03 12 , 03 12 , 03 11 , 03 11 , 02 1, 02 1, 02 , 01, 0, 0u.

Noting that the prefix compositions 12 , 01 are not compatible with the suffix compositions 03 11 , 03 11 ,
we conclude that one of these four compositions must be in error. Hence, either the prefix sum string
211110 or the suffix sum string 220110 is correct and we can examine both settings to determine the
possible solutions.
l
In summary, the examples above illustrate that a single mass reducing error can always be detected but
not necessarily corrected. For the special case where a composition of a prefix or suffix of length i is
replaced by the composition of a prefix or suffix of the same length, a simple modification to the coding
technique described for correcting t mass erasures can be used to correct t mass substitution errors. To
this end, we make the following two observations.
Although based on the pigeon-hole principle it is true that in the either the union of the prefix
composition multisets or the union of the suffix composition multisets is such that it contains at most t 2t u
mass reducing errors, it is not possible to identify which of the two multisets contains fewer errors. As a
result, the Two-Step encoding procedure has to involve a h-MC code capable of correcting t substitution
errors. This results in a four times higher redundancy compared to that used for correcting missing mass
errors.
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VI. O PEN P ROBLEMS
Many combinatorial and coding-theoretic problems related to string reconstruction from prefix-suffix
compositions remain open. A sampling is listed below.
‚ Our techniques for converting a binary string of length n into strings that are both Dyck and belong
to a Bh codebook have suboptimal redundancy. We seek methods that can reduce our overhead and
at the same time, offer low encoding and decoding complexity.
‚ In practice, one often encounters nonbinary alphabets, as polymers can be synthesized to have
highly different masses and chemical properties. The question remains to generalize our approach for
nonbinary alphabets. Furthermore, it is of interest to investigate such coding techniques for strings
that have some form of balanced symbol contents or masses confined to a certain interval.
‚ It remains an open question to characterize all the missing mass errors that can be corrected by
simply utilizing the Dyck, Bh properties of strings and the presence of both prefix and suffix masses.
‚ At this point, we have no efficient means for correcting mass reducing (or, mass increasing) substitution errors in our mixtures. A solution to this problem can have interesting and important implications
in the field of polymer-based data storage.
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